
 

Link-40H18 Fully Automatic Stainless Steel Case Carton Box 
Opening Erecting Unpacking Machine  
 

 
 
Link-40H18 automatic box unpacking machine adopts international advanced technology 
manufacturing, and selects imported parts, electrical components and pneumatic components; 
With more than 10 years of independent research and development in the field of unpacking 
machine technical experience, and the introduction and absorption of Japan, Germany in the field 
of unpacking machine advanced technology. 
 
Automatic unpacking machine Link-40H18 is stable and reliable, with international high quality. 
Parts through the aging test, to ensure that every detail is more stable. It is suitable for unpacking 
and sealing of various sizes of cartons. If you need to change the specifications of cartons, you 
can adjust them manually. The operation is simple and convenient. 
 
Automatic unpacking machine adopts PLC+ man-machine interface control, easy to operate, 
simple maintenance, stable performance, is an essential assembly line equipment for automatic 
large-scale production. Durable performance, tight structure design, no vibration during operation, 
stable and reliable operation; Equipped with blade protection device to avoid accidental stabbing 
during operation; Add protective cover, make production more safe, more good packaging. Folding 
does not stay, folding and sealing is completed in the delivery of the unpacking machine; 3 
seconds to complete the box suction, molding, folding, sealing the whole process; High speed, 
stable, convenient and economical. 
 
The successful development of Link-40H18 automatic carton unpacking machine fills the vacancy 
of the domestic vertical automatic carton unpacking machine in the unpacking capacity of 14-18 
boxes/min; Low price, high efficiency, cost-effective. Better meet the needs of new and old 
customers. Since the success of research and development, has been widely used in food, 
medicine, beverage, tobacco, daily chemicals, electronics and other industries. 
 



Technical Parameters: 

 

Model Link-40H18 

The power supply 220V/ 50Hz /   0.4KW 

Working air pressure/air consumption 6kgf /cm²   450nl/ min 

Packing specification 
280≤L≤480;160≤W≤350;130≤H≤400;410≤L+W≤910;300≤W+H/

2≤620mm 

Out of the way Vertical molding 

Countertop height 650mm 

The belt speed 13~16 boxes/min 

Packing tape BOPP/PVC 

Tape size W48mm 58mm  72mm 

Installation dimensions L 2500 * W 1950 * 1450mm 

The net weight 550Kg 

 


